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Abstract
In this article, we will present an overview of possible research methods to handle his-
torical sources, in the specific case of karez landscapes. A karez system is an underground 
water collection system, prevalent in the Turpan basin of China. Sources and the associated 
methodology have become more important today, because of contemporary issues such as 
modernisation, urbanisation and agricultural expansion. These problems make it harder to 
read the landscape, which is why we have to start extracting our data from maps, reports, 
photographs, and satellite imagery. We will give a short overview of sources, each with an 
explanation of their processing method. Despite certain cautions that should be taken into 
account, these methods clearly complement the current state of knowledge on the Turpan 
karez. As this paper is part of a special issue, Water History in the time of COVID-19, it 
has undergone modified peer review.
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This paper is part of a special issue, Water History in the time of COVID-19. This issue was designed 
to be a venue for scholars who had been planning on presenting their research at academic conferences 
that were postponed or cancelled due to the virus. We recognize the vital importance of conference 
presentations for us to get feedback on work in progress, to share promising projects, and to begin 
meaningful conversations with peers. This special issue has undergone modified peer review, and these 
essays are to be seen as works in progress rather than final results; the authors welcome your feedback, 
conversation, and engagement.
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Introduction

The landscape of the arid oasis of Turpan is characterized by thousands of karez wells dot-
ting the surface (Figs. 1, 2). The karez underground water network was once the main water 
supply system in the area. Many questions concerning the Turpan karez and its related 
water landscape remain. To study this, a combination of documentary sources as well as 
fieldwork is necessary. However, there are very few primary documents at our disposal, 
making field survey the most used research method to gather information. While fieldwork 
provides ample data not garnered otherwise, it also leaves many blanks, and the study of 
these remaining sources gains importance. Over time, increasing urbanisation, expand-
ing agricultural plots and an intensive reshaping and exploiting of the landscape in the 

Fig. 1  Localisation of the Turpan basin research area (Esri basemap, own figure)

Fig. 2  View of a typical landscape with the heads of two karez lines (circles and rectangles) and one karez 
outlet in valley 1 of Murtuq, Turpan. View towards the northwest (own photo)
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context of China’s Western Development program, have made the landscape less readable 
and many traces have been lost (Lai 2002). Historical sources can be used in an attempt to 
fill these gaps. Often, however, the value of these historical sources is overlooked. In this 
article, the usefulness and method for handling these historical sources will be examined. 
We will give a glimpse of the useful information regarding the Turpan water landscape that 
was gathered this way.

What are karez and why this research?

A karez (qanat, kariz, kan’erjing or 坎儿井) is an underground tunnel with a gentle slope 
that leads water from the higher mountainous areas to the lower-lying fields, without evap-
otranspiration. The water is collected in a catchment section, transported through a convey-
ance section and is distributed through open-air channels, canals and ponds connected to 
the karez outlet (Fig. 3). On the surface, only the heads of the vertical shafts are visible. 
These vertical wells are characteristic for karez systems, since they are essential for the 
construction, ventilation and maintenance (Lombard 1991; Trombert 2008; Mostafaeipour 
2010; Hu et  al. 2012; Mingjiang 2015). Considering the hydrology, the gently sloping 
topology and the climate of the Turpan Basin, the karez have played an important role 
in the irrigation of the fields in the area. However, since 1960 and especially since 1990, 
more and more karez ran dry and are abandoned. The water demand has risen, due to popu-
lation growth and the agricultural expansion, stimulating uncontrolled (mechanical) well 
digging and ultimately lowering the groundwater table (Tolmbok 2015). It is estimated that 
by 2030, there could be no functioning karez left in Turpan (Bertrand 2010; Hu et al. 2012; 
Fu et  al. 2014; Aihua 2015). The history of the Turpan irrigation system still has many 
open questions. Few primary sources survived or many are inaccessible. Karez remains in 
the field are threatened by increasing modernization and abandonment. Given the lack of 
primary sources (old testimonies) and the difficulties concerning field data gathering, how-
ever, other historical sources have proven to be able to enrich the history and the evolution 
of the water landscape.

Fig. 3  Schematic drawing of a karez system in the Turpan basin (own figure)
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The multi‑layered methodology

Historical sources alone cannot replace all other data sources. They are a small part of 
a well-known and well-practised multi-layered methodology from landscape research. 
This view is often adopted in ecosystem, historical, geomorphological and archaeological 
landscape research (Howard et al. 2019). The idea is generally the same. By incorporating 
the natural/physical characteristics and also the social, economic, political, traditional and 
mental aspects of a landscape, in casu a water landscape, links between these fields and the 
subject at hand can be revealed. We favour a process of emergence over primacy in this 
multi-layered approach, without any prechosen focus. Some authors can favour a political 
view (Massey 2005) or are starting from a social perspective (Evans 2003) and sometimes 
there is still a case of ecological determinism (Liu et al. 2014). Neither of these views is 
wrong, but by trying to let the landscape interactions reveal themselves instead of starting 
from a specific (political or any other) landscape is meant to add another layer of inquiry. 
If some connections emerge, one should ask the question: “why do these relations specifi-
cally reveal themselves so prominently?”. It could be because of a bias of the collected data 
or just because these were preserved better, maybe because they are deemed more valu-
able. This is not an attempt to claim this approach is more objective, but rather proposed 
as a different way to incorporate the inherent subjectivism of research. Historical sources, 
though seldom being fully objective, fit perfectly in this approach, but need a critical analy-
sis. They can handle a wide array of subjects, have different scales and can shed light on 
less visible periods.

The historical sources

Maps

Types of maps

Several researchers have already touched upon the merit of these documents for historical 
research (Jenny 2006; Petrie et  al. 2019) and even karez research (Martínez-Santos and 
Martínez-Alfaro 2014). Depending on the research area, there are several types of histori-
cal maps available, including old topological maps, exploration maps, colonial maps or 
missionary maps. These are made by botanists, geographers, anthropologists, cultural his-
torians and archaeologists during their exploration of Xinjiang and surrounding regions. 
Analysing these maps was particularly useful, because often they (a) are quite detailed 
with a large scale, (b) have an extensive legend, and (c) include uninhabited and generally 
uncharted terrain. There is no one go-to source to find historical maps. Exploration maps 
are often published together with reports, missionary maps are stored in the archives of 
said missions, colonial maps are often still preserved by governmental institutions. For the 
Turpan area, the most common and useful maps turned out to be exploration maps.

Processing method

Once a map has been located and digitized, it has to be geo-referenced. The lack of GPS 
data means this has to happen manually. If the map contains a coordinate grid, this could be 
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used to connect the intersection to digital coordinate systems. However, caution is advised. 
Measuring errors are still possible and the accuracy of historical maps can be limited. For 
example, the maps made by the Hungarian-British explorer Sir Aurel Stein do have a grid, 
but it soon became clear that in bare land and mountainous regions there was a significant 
deviation due to Stein’s cartographical technique and less frequent visits (Fig. 4). A sight-
based geo-referencing is most advisable for this kind of old maps. This method designates 
recognizing points on the map and links them to features on modern maps and satellite 
imagery. The map needs to be transformed and thus a mathematical conversion is required. 
For the maps with the least deviancy, a second-order polynomial transformation is suffi-
cient; for the other maps, higher orders or even ‘splicing’ are necessary (stretching the map 
to the relevant points with no regard for the geometric coherency of the original image). 
Once the geo-referencing is completed, the most relevant features are turned into vector 
data to facilitate its inclusion in other GIS processes.

Historical criticism

As with all historical sources, maps should be held to historical criticism (Howell and 
Prevenier 2001; Boone 2015). Firstly, special attention is paid to whether or not the map 
creator visited the area himself and which ambiguities on the part of the cartographer are 
possible. For example, Stein noted sources where there are nowadays karez outlets. It is 
possible Stein observed a karez outlet, but did not recognize it as such. Another ambiguity 
can be found in the names of locations and features. Foreign cartographers usually made 

Fig. 4  Sir Aurel Stein at his plane table surveying in the Taklamakan Desert (British Library IDP Photo 
392/28(739))
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an approximation of the name that was used locally. The use of several alphabets (Cyrillic, 
Latin) or the use of complete other writing systems further complicated the case. Huang 
Wenbi, a Chinese archaeologist, mapped Turpan and tried to find the closest sounding Chi-
nese logographics, while replacing the ‘river’ or ‘city’ part of toponyms with the Chinese 
word (Huang 1954a, b, Map 1). Simple mistranslations and misunderstandings are propa-
gated in maps and conjoined reports (Jarring 1961, 1997; Matsui 2015). Secondly, some 
maps draw inspiration from other sources, increasing the chance of copying a mistake. 
Lastly, the effect of the interpretation of the cartographer on the structuring and drawing 
of the map and legend should not be forgotten. Nevertheless, historical maps remain useful 
information sources.

Data extraction

In total, we processed 9 maps. Locating past features or reconstructing past regions based 
on maps is called map regression. The information gathered from this map regression anal-
ysis includes:

• The course/presence of waterways in the past. The situation sometimes changed in the 
present (Figs. 5 and 6).

• The names or original meanings of toponyms, sometimes related to water (e.g. bulak, 
designating that this place was named after a natural spring).

• Historical routes.
• Past habitation and agriculture distribution.
• General presence and partial density of karez in the past.

One should not be tempted to conclude that certain features were not present, because 
they are not visible on the map. The lack of a feature on a map means nothing more than 
that nothing deemed worth mapping was observed. The feature could have not been 
observed or was not interesting enough to include it on a map.

Photographs

Old photographs can also provide additional information and are still underappreciated 
sources of historical information (Cabos 2018). They provide a view of the past landscape 
and attest to the presence of certain features and their condition at the time of the visit. 
Besides, they also allow a glimpse of the way that landscapes and other photography sub-
jects were experienced by the photographers or the person who was directing them (Cabos 
2018). Lastly, they are often the only remaining record for certain features and artefacts 
that have been destroyed, lost or vandalized (Falconer 2004). For China, and especially the 
Silk Road area, many nineteenth–twentieth century explorers deployed photography as one 
of their field tools. The rather heavy and impractical equipment and specific requirements 
necessary for its use, did not inhibit the adoption of photography in the field (Falconer 
2004). This ignited a debate on the function of photography: as an illustrative reference 
guide, an objective archive or a conservation tool for endangered remains (Falconer 2004)?

Most relevant photographic archives do indeed date from the beginning of the twenti-
eth century. Photography was not yet popular nor prevalent in Qing China, thus there are 
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no known great contemporary Chinese archives. Most collections stem from exploration 
campaigns. Notable attempts were made by the mission of Paul Pelliot, who hired Charles 
Nouette, a professional photographer. This is why the French mission photographs are of 
remarkable quality (Cabos 2018). Oldenburg also chose to be accompanied by a photog-
rapher, Samuil Dudin (Falconer 2004). Sir Aurel Stein likewise created an enormous col-
lection of photographs, but himself only being an amateur photographer, as were his assis-
tants, some plates resulted in badly lighted scenes—as he wrote in his personal diary. On 
the other hand, he used a rigorous registration system to organize his photographs, which 
is missing from the German photographic collection by Albert Grünwedel and Albert von 
Le Coq (Falconer 2004). For the Turpan area, many explorer’s photo collections exist, but 
they are widespread and sometimes badly organized or uncategorized. Many photographs, 
however, are available online. Thanks to the Dunhuang project and the Staatliche Museen 
zu Berlin, the entire collections of the German and British Turpan expedition have been 
digitized. Lilla Russell-Smith, Ágnes Kelecsényi, Ágnes Kárteszi, John Falconer, Éva 
Apor, Helen Wang, Luo Huaqing and colleagues have also done noteworthy work cata-
loguing other collections such as the Hungarian Academic Library Stein collection. The 
Russian collections, mainly located in the Hermitage and the Institute for Oriental Manu-
scripts, are slowly being organized and made available (Falconer 2004; Dreyer 2008; pers.
comm). Other collections are located in the National Library in Beijing (China), the Toyo 
Bunko Kyoto Library (Japan), and the National Museum New Delhi (India).

Fig. 5  Map of the river network as depicted on historical maps. The more people independently drew the 
same river, the bigger the chance that their observations were correct. The sources used for this map regres-
sion are added at the end of the bibliography (own figure)
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Processing method

Due to the (understandable) lack of EXIF-data, these photos had to be geotagged manu-
ally. Since this can be time-consuming and usually requires a degree of familiarity with 
the landscape, only the most relevant and beneficial photographs were chosen. The freely 
available ArcGIS toolbox, ArcPhoto (version 1.5.5) (https ://www.arcgi s.com/home/item.
html?id=578d3 58a57 5e4a8 ea067 a180e 00b13 25), allows for the manual positioning 
of these digitized photographs. If possible, modern pictures are taken in the field, from 
approximately the same spot (Fig. 7). This way, the same view can be compared, based on 
location. In total, 52 old photographs have been geo-located.

Historical criticism

After collecting the photographs, one should check if any information is available on 
how they were made. Certain developing techniques, e.g. the daguerreotype, can result 
in mirrored images. Luckily, this was not the case for the photos in this study. If the 
photos were taken from publications, they were possibly cropped. It might be useful 
to track down any original photo, glass plate or film roll, to check if this is the case. It 
turned out that Stein had indeed cropped some of his photos that had been published 
in Innermost Asia (Stein 1928a, b). Lastly, there remains a potential archival problem. 
Numbering and labelling of old photos could be wrong, too broad or missing entirely, 
resulting in certain relevant pictures missing. This is usually attributed to the loss of 

Fig. 6  A potential water network derived from a modern JAXA ALOS DEM, calculated with a 50,000 
stream delineation threshold in ArcMap 10.3, shown on top of the Esri Basemap (own figure)

https://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=578d358a575e4a8ea067a180e00b1325
https://www.arcgis.com/home/item.html?id=578d358a575e4a8ea067a180e00b1325
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the original label through time. Depending on the size of the collection and time con-
straints, it might be fruitful to quickly pass through other parts of the collection. This 
was the case in the online collection of the Staatliche Museen zu Berlin (SMB-digi-
tal), where photos of the virtually unknown and unpublished valley 1 in Murtuq were 
unclearly labelled (https ://www.smb-digit al.de/eMuse umPlu s). This can be corrected by 
being familiar with the terrain.

One should also keep in mind that there was a very selective photographing interest. 
The ‘greatest’ or most ‘sensational’ ruins were photographed by several explorers, while 
the building that might have been just right next to is not attested in any photographic 
evidence. Cabos points to the construction of a canon of Chinese Heritage and the fix-
ing of a ‘visual code’ (Cabos 2018). This selective choice of subjects must be taken into 
account when going through the archives. Overview and landscape shots are rare, while 
great temples or the forest of stupas in Jiaohe have several photos. This is not only the 
case for these collections, but is a problem often encountered in photographic missions 
with different goals. It can even extend to aerial photography (Saunders 2009). People 
would photograph what they wanted to photograph, document and preserve. Most of 
all, many of the pictures were selected by the researchers to show to the public, once 
returned from the fieldwork, from a larger set.

Fig. 7  Screenshot of the ArcPhoto toolbox in action. The green arrows show the position and direction of 
all the geotagged photographs of this area, the red cone symbolizes the view from one specific viewpoint 
and a thumbnail of the photograph is displayed. In this case the photograph is part of the SMB-digital col-
lection in Berlin and shows the front of the Murtuq monastery ruin (own figure)

https://www.smb-digital.de/eMuseumPlus
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Reports

Old travel and exploration reports are often more detailed or give some specific infor-
mation that was not deemed interesting enough to summarize in a map or a photograph. 
Therefore, checking out dusty tomes of these past adventures and explorations often gives 
some specific information, such as most cultivated crops, weather reports, location of mar-
kets, names and statuses of people commissioning karez, backgrounds of irrigation work-
ers, titbits of knowledge from locals or their guides, folklore and stories about the origin 
of the water landscape, state of an area they are passing through, etcetera. Most of these 
accounts are published in books and are available in university or historical libraries. Some 
unpublished or less widespread summary reports are often only accessible in libraries and 
archives. A noteworthy mention is the Japanese Digital Silk Road project in the Digital 
Archive of Toyo Bunko Rare books, that has free scans available of over 245 rare books 
concerning the Silk Road and Central Asia (https ://dsr.nii.ac.jp/toyob unko/index .html.
en). Interesting collections can also be found elsewhere, such as the archives of Musée 
Guimet in Paris (France) which is included in the Catalogue Collectif des Bibliothèques 
des Musées Nationaux (https ://ccbmn .cultu re.fr/F?RN=67441 7602), the British Library 
(https ://www.bl.uk/), KADOC in Leuven (Belgium), the Swedish National Archives in 
Stockholm (Sweden), etc.

Historical criticism

One should keep in mind that these reports are subjective sources. The author is often not 
the primary source. One has heard it from someone or had to get it translated through an 
interpreter. This allows for the propagation of mistakes (Howell and Prevenier 2001; Boone 
2015). Secondly, even if the author saw a phenomenon or feature by himself, he interpreted 
it according to his knowledge and world views at the time. This criticism should always be 
on the forefront when reading old reports. The description is, at best, a partial representa-
tion of the truth. The researchers should always ask themselves “Does this make sense? 
Could the author have accessed this information in the past? In what way? Are other inter-
pretations, explanations or views possible?”(Howell and Prevenier 2001; Boone 2015). For 
example, Finnish explorer and Russian army secret intelligence-officer Carl Gustaf Emil 
Mannerheim gave a general description of houses, inhabitants and number of karez per 
town, when he passed through the area in 1906–1908 (Table 1). While he had no means 
to conduct a true census, the list gives a glimpse of some karez distribution patterns at the 
time. He did not specify what he defined as a karez and his toponyms and counts should 
not be considered correct nor absolute (Mannerheim 1969). Once again, the absence of 
a record does not mean the absence of a feature. Nevertheless, a lot can be gained from 
these sources. The German explorer Albert von Le Coq, for example, wrote how the prince 
(wang) from Lukchun had ordered a new karez to be built and hired some workmen from 
Hami to do it (von Le Coq 1926). This reveals something about the instigator for karez 
construction and the organization of labour.

Historical satellite imagery: Corona KH‑4B

The KeyHole-4B imagery from the American Corona Spy satellite program was opera-
tional between September 1967 and May 1972 and did a total of 16 successful flights. The 

https://dsr.nii.ac.jp/toyobunko/index.html.en
https://dsr.nii.ac.jp/toyobunko/index.html.en
https://ccbmn.culture.fr/F?RN=674417602
https://www.bl.uk/
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films were dropped down in capsules and processed to produce images of mainly the Soviet 
Union and China, with a LOS resolution of some 0.8 m. Forward- and a backward-looking 
cameras with an offset of (−)15° have been used for stereographic purposes (Auelmann 
2015). The images of the Corona spy satellite missions were declassified in 1995 by Exec-
utive Order 12,951 (Ruffner 1995; Auelmann 2015). They can be ordered (if yet un-digi-
tized) or consulted on the Earth Explorer Web application (https ://earth explo rer.usgs.gov/). 
In the present case study, the images of the study area were ordered as a 7-micron down-
loadable scan to preserve the highest possible resolution. The images were taken in August 
1968 and both the forward and backward images were acquired. This is useful to check 
certain over- or –under-lighted features and is necessary for producing a terrain model.

Processing method

Ideally, GCP measurements (Ground Control Points) have to be available for the area, so 
that the satellite-images can be ortho-rectified. This technique has been applied in several 
manners by many authors (Schmidt et  al. 2001; Altmaier and Kany 2002; Gheyle et  al. 
2004; Goossens et al. 2006; Beck et al. 2007; Galiatsatos et al. 2008; Casana and Cothren 
2013; Ur 2013; Watanabe et  al. 2017). If fieldwork or GCP measurements are not pos-
sible, there are two remaining options. One is using other data to extract the parameters, 
horizontal coordinates and elevation data. This is described by Galiatsatos et  al. (2008), 

Table 1  Table of registration of 
Turpan villages as reported by 
Mannerheim

Many of the toponomys are interpretations by Mannerheim himself 
and the numbers should also be used with regards to historical criti-
cism (Mannerheim 1969, 352–353)

Village Houses Inhabitants Karez

Yar Khoto 100 400
Yar 150 800
Kurutka 10 20
Buluynk 300 1000
Bagra 120 600
Yangi mähällä 20 30
Chatkal 400 1500 30
Turpan kre 250 1000 20
Erh-gung 250 1200 25
Yangi shahr 150 400 10
Yar bashi 250 1200 20
Dji 60 300 5
Löziun 120 500
Paka bulaq and Togung 150 450 8
Yämshi and Yämshi karys 200 1000 10
Qara Khoja 1100 3500–4000
Astana 800

(15 shops, 2 of 
which Andijan)

3500

Sengim 150 500 15
Murtuk 150 450

https://earthexplorer.usgs.gov/
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who used IKONOS imagery, a SRTM DEM and Syrian elevation maps to geo-reference 
Corona images. The goal was to extract elevation data from the Corona stereo-pairs. This 
gave good results, but can be quite time-consuming. Another option is only extracting the 
horizontal coordinates from secondary satellite imagery and not the vertical reference. This 
prevents the possibility of creating a DEM and correcting deformations due to elevation. 
Because of the lack of high-resolution elevation data and the fact that vertical references 

Fig. 8  Comparison of a modern view of the landscape north of Murtuq in Turpan on the Corona KH-4B 
satellite imagery (under) and the Esri Satellite basemap (above). Several karez lines, roughly running 
north–south are visible and the destruction by the agricultural expansion is evident (USGS Corona Imagery, 
Esri Basemap)
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are not detrimental for recognizing karez, the second option is chosen out of necessity. It 
is sufficient to manually reference the images on an already existing satellite image. The 
image was stretched; some small errors are unavoidable, but if done well, it will still allow 
for the interpretation of past landscapes. The referencing is realised in ArcMap 10.3 based 
on the standard base map provided by Esri.

If the images are well-chosen (unclouded, good lighting, well-developed and a quality 
scan), the resolution is good enough to see separate karez wells and karez lines in most 
areas (Fig.  8). The KH-4B-images predate most modern landscape development in the 
region and thus enable information gathering concerning the expansion of agriculture, the 
general landscape lay-out, old waterways and water bodies, and the distribution and density 
of karez. Still functioning karez cannot be built closer than 500 m from other groundwater 
exploitation systems, because they will drain the water (Banks and Soldal 2002). So many 
karez lines in the vicinity of others can (must?) be interpreted as several generations of one 
karez line that had to be repaired or replaced.

Miscellaneous

Finally, we should mention the many miscellaneous sources that do not fall into any of the 
above categories. One category groups manuscripts that contain direct or indirect informa-
tion. For example, old water system management, water feature location or past agricul-
tural uses are sometimes mentioned (Trombert 2002, 2008; Barbaix 2018). Manuscripts 
have been used to reconstruct the Amaniel qanat in Spain (Martínez-Santos and Martínez-
Alfaro 2014). Trombert went through old manuscripts of the Gaochang Kingdom and Tang 
dynasty era to trace irrigation and waterworks at the time (Trombert 2008). Myths, stories, 
poems and songs reveal something about traditions, but folklore connected to the karez are 
often overlooked (Yakup 2005). All these sources tell something about the historic impor-
tance of water and karez, certain functions and legislations in the past and the existence or 
possible absence of certain features.

Conclusion

Many diverse, but nonetheless relevant pieces of information can be gleaned from historical 
sources as we illustrated above. While some sources are straightforward in their usefulness, 
others are trickier. The examples of processing methods provided and the data extracted 
show the potential of this research approach. For example, the comparison between old 
and modern landscape photographs in GIS or the critical digitization of ancient maps gave 
insight into how these techniques and sources provided either basic or circumstantial infor-
mation. Especially in cases where primary sources are rare or hard to access, as is the case 
for Turpan, these type of sources can fill in some gaps and provide added value to the 
research. We hope to inspire others to look at obvious and less obvious historical sources 
when researching water landscapes.
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